
Papierblumen Dekoration Joy
Instructions No. 2543
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 20 Hours

Treat yourself to a "Joy" decoration in your home. The paper flowers are made with the help of a Sizzix punching template. Quick perfect
results you achieve with a Sizzix Big Shot machine.

Knutselpapier bloemen
First, cut the paper flowers from the folded sheets using the Sizzix Big template: Use a Sizzix Big Shot punch and embossing machine for this (Please follow
the stacking instructions here! Since it is a Bigz punch, only the two transparent cutting plates are needed).

To make the paper flowers look three-dimensional later, emboss the punched-out flower motifs: place the paper on a soft surface (our VBS special mat is
perfect for this). Model it with an embossing tool in circular motions under light pressure. 

Now roll up the rose, starting from the outer end of the punched out "snail" shape. Then it is carefully fixed at the bottom with hot glue. The additional double
leaf punched out is glued under the flower. You can then use round nose pliers to bend the individual petals into shape.

Design the letters
First paint the letters with craft paints. Once the paint has dried, glue the front sides of the letters with the finished flowers. Arrange a few leaves in the gaps,
shortening the wire of the leaves beforehand as needed. 

Decorate the finished letters together with some more handmade paper roses.

Article number Article name Qty
18012 Folding sheets "Pastel" 1
17464 Sizzix Bigz punching template "Cabbage Rose" 1
789684-10 Cardboard letterLetter "J" 1
789684-15 Cardboard letterLetter "O" 1
789684-25 Cardboard letterLetter "Y" 1

Article information:



https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/newsletter/
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